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Abstract—In pervasive and ubiquitous environments, the pro-
cess of identifying users can be done using various devices and
techniques like radio frequency identifiers (RFID), bluetooth
devices, smartphones and others. In this context, it is necessary
to implement management techniques and control of these envi-
ronments, as well as customize the environment characteristics
to meet user preferences.

In this work, we present a solution for control and manage
various users, devices and environments. We base our research on
Percontrol (a system for pervasive user management), which was
only intended to identify users using Wi-Fi, and now it is capable
of managing temperature, luminosity and other preferences,
measured by a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) embedded to
Percontrol, and the data treatment is done by a Artificial Neural
Network (ANN).

Keywords—Ubiquitous Communication; Intelligent applica-
tions; Artificial Neural Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1991, Mark Weiser [1] claimed that the most useful
technologies would become so integrated onto our daily lives
that it would be as if they just vanished, since using them
would become second-nature. With this idea in mind, Weiser
proposed a new form of computation, known as pervasive
computation. By vanishing, it is meant that the device becomes
imperceptible, i.e., the user no longer needs to worry about the
technological resource in use. From this perspective, pervasive
computing frees users from worrying about secondary tasks
and allows them to focus on their primary task.

The development of microelectronics and wireless com-
munications has been for great benefit for Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), in a pervasive/ubiquitous environment.
WSNs are usually composed by a large number of wireless
nodes spread through an area where the events or phenomenon
to be monitored is located [2]. A sensor node is a device with
reduced size meant to be cheap and easily deployed in risky
locations or with difficult access. The small size of the nodes
severely limits their hardware capabilities; sensors usually
present many limitations with their battery, processing power,
storage and communication interfaces [3]. These restrictions
with sensor nodes affect the amount of nodes present in a given
network, and said network’s performance, leading to a need for

developing communication protocols that could handle these
limitations while being adequate for the application and its
associated routing mechanism.

In these pervasive/ubiquitous environments, routing is a
task handled by the sensors themselves and not managed by a
specific routing device. Sensors can carry data throughout the
network in an power efficient way through wireless radios,
or light pulses cooperating with each other. Sensorial data
is transmitted throughout the network in hops, i.e., a sensor
transmits its data to the node that is closer to final recipient
of the data, trusting that the transmission will have no inter-
ruptions. This transmission mechanism is useful to distribute
the transmission’s energy costs throughout the whole network,
avoiding the need to use high power signals [2]. This makes
the use of WSNs in pervasive/ubiquitous environments a more
complex challenge, since these environments are populated
with many other types of devices and communication mech-
anisms [1]. All this diversity in devices and communication
types is managed by the pervasive/ubiquitous application; an
example this kind of application is Percontrol [4], a pervasive
system for controlling user attendance through mobile devices
and wireless networks.

The main contribution of this work is an analysis of
the viability to use Artificial Neural Networs (ANN), as an
improvement of a previous work [5], by using a base technique
to handle user profiles and manage devices on a pervasive
environment also using WSNs to capture environmental data.
The results from this analysis are innovative and serve as
initiative to further research. The present work is organized
as follows: section II presents the Percontrol system and
introduces several important concepts regarding ANNs and
WSNs. Section III describes some concepts of routing in
WSNs. Section IV gives an overview of the state-of-the-art
in the area while Section V presents the application scenario.
Section VI contains information about an example of use and
shows some preliminary results. Finally, Section VII gives a
conclusion and alludes to future work.

II. PERCONTROL

Percontrol, as described in [4] and [5], is a system that
automatically manages and keeps track of user attendance.
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The system detects the entrance and exit of users within an
academic or business environment. Percontrol also improves
user discovery and localization service, within the local envi-
ronment based on bluetooth, Wi-Fi and RFID identifiers.

In an academic environment, Percontrol monitors student
attendance without teacher’s intervention, and in a business en-
vironment, it controls the entrance and exit times of employees
without the need of their intervention. By resorting to certain
aspects of pervasive computing, the system developed in [5]
can guarantee reliability and transparency in the detection
and localization of users, resulting in minimal impact on
both environments. The system identifies users through their
mobile devices and controls the environment based on their
previously-defined profiles. The user/device presence on a cer-
tain location generates an event, which is sent to a WebService
listener application. The listener application first identifies the
user within the environment and then configures the venue
in accordance to the user’s profile stored in a database.
Environmental data such as temperature and luminosity are
acquired through SunSpot wireless sensors [6] in conjunction
with Arduino development kits [7].

In the work described in [5], an earlier version of Percontrol
was already being developed, but the management of different
user profiles and devices on a single environment was yet to
be supported. To support this feature, an artificial intelligence
module was necessary, which is now presented by using Artifi-
cial Neural Networks. Thanks to its new-found intelligence, the
system is now capable of adapting the environment to fit the
demands of several users, simultaneously. The ANNs receive
data from each user, perform pattern recognition and, by
resorting to previous event data, make a decision to configure
the environment in a way that satisfies most users.

Solving problems with ANNs is an attractive approach.
According to [8], the way these problems are internally repre-
sented in the network and the natural parallelism associated
with ANNs architecture create the possibility of superior
performance when compared with traditional machine-learning
methods.

In ANNs, the usual procedure for problem-solving begins
with a learning phase, where a set of examples is presented
to the network from which are extracted the necessary char-
acteristics to correctly represent the information provided [9].
These characteristics are then used to generate answers to the
problem in question. An ANN is composed by several simple
processing units connected through communication channels
that have a certain associated cost associated. Each processing
unit performs computational operations on the fed data that
through its connections. The intelligent behavior resulting from
an ANN comes from the interactions between the network’s
processing units.

The most important property of ANNs is the ability to
learn from their environment and improve their own perfor-
mance. The entire knowledge contained within the network is
stored in the links between the networks artificial neurons; in
other words, the networks behavior is mostly conditioned by
the weights associated to the connections between individual
neurons. The development of a computational solution that
not only infers a system’s current state but also predicts its
future condition seems to be the solution for the environment

management problem previously mentioned.

Considering the characteristics metioned above, a neural
network is a prediction mechanism that seems to fit Percontrol
needs since it can use raw contextual data, learn from it and
predict configuration values that will better fit a future situa-
tion. The solution proposed by Silva [10] was used as basis to
adapt a neural network to the current application scenario. This
effort demanded an analysis of the characteristics of WSNs in
order to find the best configuration and techniques to associate
ANNs parameters to Percontrol’s WSNs.

The main components of sensor networks are the phe-
nomenon, the sensor and the observer. The phenomenon is
the event of interest to an observer, and it is monitored
and processed by a WSN. Several different phenomena can
be observed concurrently by a single WSN. Monitoring is
performed under certain criteria determining the performance
requirements for the nodes to be used. The sensor device is
used for collecting the data generated by the phenomenon and
transmit it to the next node through wireless communication.
Nodes respond to changes in the environment where they are
currently in operation, e.g., climatic and eviromental changes.
The characteristics and capabilities of the sensor depend on the
application and each node’s sensibility may differ, depending
on the distance to or the exposure time to the event being
monitored. The observer is the element that receives the infor-
mation collected by the WSN; depending on the application’s
needs, there may be more than one observer at any given time
[11]. WSNs can be classified according to their configuration,
sensing mechanisms, communication media and processing
type [2]. The type of routing is one of the most important
research topics for reducing energy consumption and increase
performance in wireless sensor applications.

III. ROUTING

Due to the specific features of their utilization, (e.g., their
limited battery life), communication between nodes deployed
in an external environment is subjected to many obstacles
that may stop its effectiveness. Most applications that use
WSNs communication are directed towards configurations with
stationary characteristics, which differ from traditional ad-hoc
networks; routing can have its focus on addresses or data, the
latter being a more recent approach, which main advantage is
the fact that data aggregation manages to reduce the amount of
packets exchanged in the network, and thus, reduce the overall
energy consumption of the system [12].

Another approach for routing in WSNs is related to the
TinyOS operating system, developed by the University of
Berkeley. TinyOS does not use a complete addressing scheme
like traditional IP-based ad-hoc networks [12], [13]. Tradi-
tional ad-hoc networks implement a routing protocol that
constructs a Minimum Spanning Tree from an initial sink
or access point [13]. Routing in WSNs can be categorized
as: based on Medium Access Control (MAC), plane routing,
hierarchical routing and geographical routing. There is also
Geographical and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR) and Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR).

For this project, SunSpot wireless sensors were used for
the tests. The SunSpot sensors use the ZigBee specification
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for wireless protocols, which use Ad hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector Routing, that can be categorized as based on MAC.

In this section, we only mention the categories of routing
protocols used in WSNs. An exhaustive and comparative
description of routing protocols for WSNs is presented in [14],
which was used as theoretical basis to formulate the tests and
obtain the preliminary results that serve as validation for the
present work.

IV. STATE-OF-THE-ART

As previously mentioned, this article’s proposal refers to
an implementation of ANNs in a pervasive control system for
pervasive/ubiquitous environments in conjunction with WSNs
(composed by SunSpot wireless sensors for testing purposes).
The system deals with concurrent data and adapts the environ-
ment’s configuration to match its users’ profile, according to
the devices used to perform login onto the environment.

In [15], we can find several academic works that focus on
the detection of devices in many application areas within the
domain of pervasive systems and wireless sensor networks,
as introduced by Mark Weiser. The work in [15] shows a
system that implements several integrated systems that allow
the monitoring of patients in their own home; however, it does
not address the integration of different forms of communication
within the same environment nor does it present mechanisms
for handling user profiles. In [8], an extensive proposal that
focus on elder users in ubiquitous environments is presented;
the Internet is shown as a form of interaction but this work
does not specify which languages, devices and forms of
communication should be used. In [16], it was proposed a
project that consisted on the creation of an artificial intelligence
system capable of leading a robot through certain routes. The
system was tested using a robot vehicle with freedom of
horizontal movements. The environment was scanned using
sensors where data were fed to the artificial intelligence
system, and where an algorithm evaluated the situation and
acted on the locomotion engines, making the robot avoid
possible obstacles and follow the desired route.

Despite being an innovative proposal, a target audience
and usage scenario are not defined, therefore not adapting
to the proposed model. Fonseca [17] defines a solution that
uses neural networks and RFID, partially achieving the desired
results.

Percontrol presents all necessary features for perva-
sive/ubiquitous environment usage, considering different types
of devices, and forms of communication. This work presents
a significant improvement over previous versions in [4], and
[5], while addressing all the primary objectives previously set.
Table 1 presents the main characteristics and functionalities of
works researched in the available literature.

V. APPLICATION SCENARIO

The application scenario shows the potential perva-
sive/ubiquitous computation for improving efficiency in work-
places. It also attempts to illustrate different possible per-
spectives one can have on a single pervasive scenario. Initial
versions of Percontrol did not anticipate the use of WSNs
or ANNs [6]; such versions only intended to automatize

student attendance tasks in classrooms. Percontrol focuses
on performing automatic detection of people that enters an
environment.

This work proposes an extension of the work developed in
[6], and [7], increasing the pervasive functionalities available
in this user-tracking system, with the objective of increasing
control over environmental conditions through user’s mobile
devices. Using SunSpot wireless sensors [14] and Arduino
kits [7], Percontrol can sense and manage the temperature and
luminosity of an environment; and by using ANNs, the system
can also attempt to adjust the values of these environmental
properties to fit user preferences and the number of people in
the environment, turning it into an intelligent location.

The sequence diagram in Fig. 1 shows the primary interac-
tions between all parts of the system, as well as the messages
exchanged since a user is detected until the environment adapts
to its preferences. When the application detects the entrance of
a device in the environment, a Web service that manages the
associations between users and devices is accessed. The device
is identified through its BDA (Bluetooth Device Address), Wi-
Fi or RFID. The application maintains a module called BlueID
which holds a list of all devices that were ever detected. Each
time the application verifies the devices currently present in
the environment, it performs a comparison with the previously
stored list; newly detected devices generate an “entry” event
while missing devices are associated with an “exit” event.

When accessed, the webservice returns the username to the
application, and also associated device resources and personal
preferences through the HTTP protocol and an XML format
message. The application also communicates with the SunSpot
sensors to fetch the room temperature, luminosity, humidity or
other environmental data that may be used at a later time. The
following format was used to communicate with the sensor:
messageID : sensorTypenn. Both messageID and sensorType
are numerical values. The messageID field is used to asso-
ciate sensor response with the respective BlueID request, an
important step since communication is asynchronous.

The sensorType represents the type of data being sent
(luminosity, humidity, etc); the “\n” character is used to mark
the end of a message, while the “:” character is used as a
data separator. The current environmental state is compared
with user’s environmental preferences in order to decide the
needed changes to be done. After a decision is reached, the
environment sends commands to the actuator controllers, con-
nected through USB to an operating computer, to change the
environmental characteristics (e.g., turning the A/C unit on and
change the room temperature). The extension of Percontrol’s
functionalities translated into a more complex architecture
shown in Fig. 2.

Initially, the prototype application and its respective trans-
mitters were tested with a Windows operating system, an
environment that benefited from the use of SunSpot sensors [6]
and Arduino hardware [7]. There were many other advantages
that led us to choose the Arduino boards, namely the embedded
input/output ports, low cost and strong modularity. The main
idea behind the use of Arduinos was to test their viability
for middleware development in pervasive environments, not
excluding the possibility of having these boards completely
replace several individual sensors for an integrated, single-
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TABLE I. COMPARISON BETWEEN RELATED RESEARCH

Support and Control Works Scope Devices Transmission
ARAUJO ubiquitous computing Not defined

CARVALHO ubiquitous computing Environmental sensors, measuring devices, electronic devices, Internet
RIBEIRO Neural Networks Sensor end-of-course and sonar

FONSECA Neural Networks, pervasive systems RFID
PERCONTROL Neural Networks, systems, pervasive/ubiquitous Wi-Fi/ RFID / Bluetooth / Wireless Sensor Networks

Support and Control Works Public Routing Protocol Language
ARAUJO Not defined Not defined Not defined

CARVALHO Elderly people who require constant monitoring of their health Not defined Not defined
RIBEIRO Not defined Not defined C/C++/C#, Java

FONSECA Laboratory of the University Not defined Delphi
PERCONTROL Educational and business environments ZigBee .Net

Fig. 1. Sequence Diagram

board solution connected to a computer. Fig. 3 illustrates the
operation of Percontrol.

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that a central controller is
missing for allowing the exchange of profiles in the envi-
ronment, according to user preferences. The main challenge
here is controlling the number of parameters generated by
the application while using WSNs and ANNs; the number of
parameters increase with the amount of nodes and this means
larger energetic and resource demands, as well as an more
complex neural network processing, which may compromise
the ANN’s response time.

In the previous version of Percontrol [5], there was no
control of the different ways for communicate and indentify
users. As it is shown in Fig. 3, it is possible to visualize that
the used can be identified through wireless communication
protocols, and later this information is treated individually,
based on parameters defined by the ANN. Said parameters can
be definitions of user preferences as luminosity, temperature
and the actual user indentification in the environment. In
Fig. 3, there also can be seen the utilization of temperature

Fig. 2. System’s Architecture

controller, which has access to the air conditioning system.
It is possible also to update the location of several users in
different environments, by sending messages to a REST web
server that stores users and environment data and preferences.

Fig. 3. Functioning of Percontrol

An efficient monitoring of the network performance is nec-
essary to guarantee a good quality of service. An example of
this can be observed in the amount of time necessary to obtain
information regarding a monitored environment; if it takes too
long to obtain environmental information, this information may
lose its value from an application perspective. Management
of performance may provide means for the application to
define proper quality metrics. These may be influenced by node
density, exposition time, amount of dissipated energy and other
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factors, as specified in the description of the study presented
in section III.

A mechanism that evaluates the level of importance of
information is necessary for the management of quality of
service. For example, a sensor detecting a temperature of 20◦

C during spring is a normal occurrence, but a the measurement
of 50◦ C under the same circumstances is an abnormal event,
which would turn it into a relevant situation that would require
extra attention; it would implicate an artificial intelligence
mechanism that could compare the abnormal value with other
measurted values by other sensors to see if the information is
reliable and determine the proper course of action. Information
that is of great importance to the normal function of the system
should imply a greater effort for proper delivery. That is,
energy consumed in communications should vary depending
on the importance of the data.

Another relevant management aspect concerns the installa-
tion of ad-hoc networks in unknown areas, where the behavior
of wireless communications can be highly unpredictable, with
high error-rates and considerable delays, which may compro-
mise the value of the information provided to the application.
Performance management usually includes quality assurance,
performance monitoring, control and analysis [2]. The QoS
management process begins with the detection of performance
degradation and ends when the source of the problem is ceased
or removed. In between, the process has many intermediary
stages of situation analysis [18]. Initially there were used
only 2 Sunspot tests kits containing two wireless sensor
nodes communicating with each base station connected to the
computer via USB. With that comes the need to conduct a
comparative study of routing protocols for use in different
environments and with numbers over wireless sensors. To this
end, several techniques exist to treat this problem and also
allied service discovery, one of the most important, by the
Service Location Protocol (SLP) [14], which basically consists
of maintaining a directory that contains the services available
to whom it is offering them to. However, it is necessary to
study thoroughly the operation of routing protocols in order to
verify the protocol that best fits the pervasive control system, it
is not in the scope of this work the study of routing protocols.
Therefore, for this work there were conducted only some tests
to validate the survey and obtained results that demonstrate
the feasibility of work and their implementation and use with
Percontrol, contributing to the improvement of the system and
data so that other researchers can use it.

VI. EXAMPLE OF USE AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

One issue when having multiple users on the same system
is the problem of concurrent data; e.g., the configuration of
an air-conditioning unit may be influenced by every user that
registers in this environment, since each user might have its
own preferred temperature, and the temperature itself is general
throughout the whole environment. In order to bypass this
problem, the decision-making process for selecting the best
“average” temperature must take into account the individual
preferences from all users within the environment. A widely
used solution [10][19][20] that has shown great results is the
use of AI, in particular ANNs [9]. A neural network bases
itself on real data that has occurred in the past and has been
stored within the system for posterior access and use.

The main objective of this work is not the choice of
proper protocols or AI tools, but the creation of novel help
mechanisms for Percontrol. Our choice for an AI mechanism
dwelt on neural networks, while communication mechanisms
were TCP/IP and ZigBee. These choices are supported by
published works in routing protocols [14], artificial intelligence
[20], and comparison and use of neural networks [21] and [22].

The neural network loads the entire history of a device
being handled within the environment, and uses its historical
data as training, in order to identify decision patterns that were
assumed in a recent past. Considering our air-conditioning
example, these patterns include the temperature that each user
wants for a certain environment and what temperature was
actually used when all users were taken into consideration.
This type of analysis is crucial for the network’s decision-
making process. Fig. 4 presents part of the source code used
to define the desired and assumed temperatures. These values
are fixed for testing, but in a real scenario they are fetched
from a database or an archive.

Fig. 4. Part of the neural network’s source code

The code shown in Fig. 4 is used to train the neural
network. After training phase the next step is to test the
network to determine if it is well-suited to solve the problem
of finding the ideal temperature using past event data; in order
to perform the testing, a graphical interface was developed.
The interface receives the values for current data and returns
the ideal temperature estimation, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Training the ANN

After the neural network’s training, we could identify the
network’s response time after a user enters the environment,
as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 presents response times of the ANN for the cases
with 1, 3 and 10 distinct users identified by the pervasive
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Fig. 6. Neural network’s performance and response time

environment, where X axis represents the number of users
and Y axis represents the elapsed time. With this prototype we
obtained not very satisfactory results, for example, for a single
user, the ANN took 3 seconds to process the information con-
tained in the user’s profile, returning an average temperature
with a value equal to the one defined by the user (since it is
just a single person). For three users, the neural network took
5 seconds to respond, and for ten users it took 13 seconds. In
Fig. 7, a screenshot shows information on the users identified
by the system, as well as on the devices associated with them.

To perform the identification of different environments we
used an Arduino Duemilanove [7]. It is a microcontroller board
based on ATmega328, with 14 digital input/output pins, 6
analog inputs, a 16MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection,
a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. The board
contains the necessary assets to support the microcontroller
and its use is as simple as connecting it to a computer with a
USB cable or powering it with an AC-to-DC adapter or battery.

Fig. 7. User identification screen

With this board it was possible to detect devices via Blue-
tooth, Wi-Fi and, after being integrated with an appropriate
card reader, RFID. The reader fetched the RFID a card’s serial
number that can be cross matched with the user’s registration
on the database. For this purpose, a RFID card reader model
YHY502CTG was used in conjunction with the Arduino board.
After obtaining the necessary application data and performing
the necessary adjustments the system aws validated using
a didactic MultiPIC development Kit, which possesses its
own internal programmer. The didactic development Kit was
connected to a stepper motor that simulated a ventilator. The
stepper motor can be put in action with different speeds;
initially we defined 3 different speeds that corresponded to

3 different profiles. Fig. 8 shows a picture of the assembled
device.

Fig. 8. Validation equipment

The software used for simulating a ventilator with 3 speeds
and controlling the board and stepper motor was developed in
C language using the development software from Microchip
MTLab, and transferred to the microcontroller with the IC-
Prog 1.06C, the software used to compile the source code onto
the MultiPIC kit’s processor.

On the performed tests the ANNs computed the average
temperature from the user profiles and used current environ-
mental information from the SunSpot sensors to correctly man-
age the ventilation system. From these tests we conclude that
Percontrol managed the pervasive environment in a satisfactory
manner and that the primary objectives of this research were
met, although there is still much room for improvements.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The choice of a routing protocol should be based on the
restrictions inherent to the observed phenomena, which defines
the monitoring environment and minimum requirements for
the sensoring hardware. The main purpose of the work and
results herein presented are to be used as basis for future
research work that improves the area of pervasive/ubiquitous
computation, namely in the use of ANNs with low response
times in environments with thousands of users.

The performed tests confirmed the viability of device
detection with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and RFID, an improvement
over previous Percontrol versions. Nevertheless, there is still
some latency in registering new devices on the system, which
may be reduced by further adjustments of the parameters sent
to the ANNs.

The main contribution of this work is an improvement of
[5], using an artificial intelligence technique, as well as treating
several users in environments with heterogeneous devices.
Using ANNs made possible to automatically treat user profiles,
which is a new feature of Percontrol. This work also represents
a significant contribution since it covers different areas and
technologies within pervasive computation. On top of several
parameters and definitions still waiting implementation, future
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work needs to define a model and implement a mechanism for
privacy control, for both users, their devices as well as for the
pervasive environment itself.
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